Amenities and Dimensions

Woods quad & triple

Automatic Door Opener at Building Entrance  Yes  Location:
Opener available on request?  Yes
Hallway/ Security doors?  Yes
Passenger Elevator?  No

Room dimensions: 221” W 169” L 95” H or (18’5” W 14’4” L)

Window opening: 47” W 47” H - Curtains Supplied

Room Lighting: 1 overhead, 1 sink vanity light

Furniture in room:
- 4 Desks
  Size of writing surface: 45” W 24” D 30” H

- 2 Drawer Unit
  Overall size: 36” W 22” H 20” D
  3 drawers - size of drawers: 33” W 16” H 9” D
  Type of handles: recessed

- Dimensions of leg room area for students in wheel chairs
  Floor to underside of desk: 25” H
  Can rear support be removed or moved to increase leg room? No

- 4 Wardrobes
  36” W 78” H 24” D
  Can be locked? yes, bring own cable lock
  1 Long hanging rod: 32” W
  Hanging rod distance from the floor: 53”
  Surface area of the top: 32” W 12” H 21” D
  Surface area of the floor inside the wardrobe: 35” W 21” D

- 4 Bed Frames and Mattresses
  Mattress size: 36” W 7” H 80” L
  Can the bed be bunked? Yes
  Can the bed be lofted? No
  Does the bed have multiple mattress heights to choose from? Yes
  What are they?
  Single bed low
  Single bed high
  Bunked (72” high)
  Height under the bed for storage – Single bed low: 10”
  Single bed high: 23”

Appliances provided:
- Refrigerator: full (total: 28” x 60”; fridge, 41” high; freezer, 14” high) depth= 23”
- Microwave (16” x 9”)

Kitchen Cabinets:
- how many? 1 upper, 2 lower, 4 drawer unit
  upper: (24” x 24”) 11” D, contains one shelf
  lower: total area is (34” x 23”) 24” D
  drawers below counter: (6” x 20.5”) 18” D

Kitchen Countertop:
- Countertop space: 57” x 24”, the sink covers an 18” diameter area
Bathroom style: Quad style
   Shower only 34”W 75”H 34”D
   Has shower curtain
   One Bathroom in unit
   **Bathtub available? No**

- **Bathroom amenities:**
  medicine cabinet (located in room) (27”x 14”, separated in middle by one shelf)
  # of outlets: 0

**Other information not listed above:**
- Most units have carpet
- 4 outlets per room and 1 near sink
- 4 network/internet jacks per room
- A/C in all rooms, controlled by residents, not operable under 65 degree outside temperature
- Quads available in: Hawthorn, Hickory, Oak, Maple, and Pine Halls